
The venue (classes and hospitality) of the Spring School is Convento di Monteripido 

(also called Casa Monteripido), an historical Monastery with a wonderful library 

where classes take place, at walking distance from Perugia City Center, from 

Università per Stranieri and University of Perugia. It is close to the well-known Porta 

Sant’Angelo and Il Tempietto. We suggest that when you arrive to Perugia (either by 

bus or train) you get a taxi to Casa Monteripido (around 15-20 Euro from the railway 

station).  

Later on, we will provide a telephone number for any eventuality. 
 

 

How to reach Perugia: 

 

By car  

 From Florence and Rome, take the Prepo exit on the E45 road and follow the 

directions Stadio, then S. Lucia and finally Ponte d’Oddi. 

 From Ravenna and Foligno, take the Ponte Felcino exit on the E45 road, then 

go straight on, following the direction Perugia for 5 km, then turn right, 

direction Ponte d’Oddi. 

 

By train 

Perugia can be reached easily from Rome, Florence, Milan and other Italian cities 

(http://www.trenitalia.com/tcom-en). The central station of Perugia is “Perugia 

Fontivegge”. 

 

By bus 

Perugia is connected by bus to Rome and many other Italian cities (www.sulga.it 

tickets can be bought in the bus) (www.flixbus.com tickets available here). 

 

By plane 

Perugia airport: 

Perugia has a small airport with Ryanair flights to London Stansted and few other 

European cities. From Perugia airport to Perugia city center there are several buses 

(http://www.airport.umbria.it/en/transport). 

 

Rome Fiumicino airport: 

Rome Fiumicino is the larger and closer airport to Perugia. From Fiumicino get the 

Leonardo Express train (trains run every thirty minutes, 

http://www.trenitalia.com/tcom-en/Services/Fiumicino-Airport) to Rome Termini 

railway station and from there get a direct train to Perugia 

(http://www.trenitalia.com/tcom-en). There are also four buses connecting everyday 

Rome Fiumicino to Perugia (www.sulga,it). 

 

Florence airport: 

http://www.trenitalia.com/tcom-en
http://www.sulga.it/
https://www.flixbus.com/
http://www.airport.umbria.it/en/transport
http://www.trenitalia.com/tcom-en/Services/Fiumicino-Airport
http://www.trenitalia.com/tcom-en
http://www.sulga,it/


The Florence airport is another possibility. From Florence airport get the bus to 

Firenze Santa Maria Novella railway station and from there get a train to Perugia 

(http://www.trenitalia.com/tcom-en). 

http://www.trenitalia.com/tcom-en

